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The Delaware Municipal Electric Corporation (DEMEC) Beasley Project (A2 stable)
benefits from the predictable cash flow sourced by take-or payment contract with seven
municipalities whose weighted average credit quality approximates A2. Both 2001 and 2011
take-or-pay contracts secure the bonds. The credit profile incorporates the project's solid
historical operating and financial performance, especially with respect to the maintenance
of strong debt service coverage ratios (DSCRs). Additional support is provided from DEMEC,
Beasley's JAA owner, as Beasley plays an important role in DEMEC's power supply strategy
to meet peak demand growth while minimizing any negative impacts from regional
capacity market volatility. As such, the project has pronounced integration within DEMEC's
operations, especially with respect to accessing DEMEC's liquidity. The project's credit
strength is tempered by DEMEC's relatively low liquidity position, which is balanced by access
to DEMEC's full requirement members' liquidity on three-days' notice and by the value that
we believe DEMEC places in Beasley.
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The DEMEC Beasley project has demonstrated strong financial performance, with DSCRs in
excess of 3.0x the last four years
Net Revenues from Beasley Project after Debt Service ($) (Left Axis)

Beasley Project Debt Service Coverage Ratio (x) (Right Axis)
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Credit strengths
» Beasley's take-or-pay power supply contracts, which have matching bond maturities with
seven DEMEC full requirements participants that have a weighted average credit quality
of A2, obligate members to pay rates sufficient to cover debt service and operating
contingencies
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» Importance of Beasley to DEMEC's power supply strategy and the pronounced integration of Beasley within DEMEC's operations,
especially with respect to accessing DEMEC's liquidity, with DEMEC accessing members' liquidity on three-days' notice and
demonstrated its willingness and ability to use this access in 2009
» Overall Beasley debt service requirements do not represent a significant share of members' overall power purchase expenditures
and are considered O&M expenses (3-4% of members total annual O&M)
» Members are unregulated on the federal and state level and have the ability to pass through monthly fuel cost increases to
customers
» In addition to providing members with a physical hedge against high peak power prices, Beasley provides DEMEC with a stable
revenue stream earned through PJM capacity payments which more than covers the associated debt servicentially greater than the

Credit challenges
» DEMEC's relatively weak liquidity position as there is zero unrestricted liquidity at the Beasley level. However, this risk is partly
mitigated by the project having access to members' liquidity on three-days' notice. That said, the lack on project level liquidity
poses risks in event of increased collateral posting requirements or other material liquidity event
» 25% step-up agreement remains insufficient to cover a total default by the City of Newark (Aa2 NOO), which contracts for 42.1%
(on a blended share) of Beasley output, however Moody's believes this is highly unlikely due to Newark's strong credit profile

Rating outlook
The stable outlook is based on our expectation that Beasley will continue to be an essential component of DEMEC's power supply
strategy, especially in light of current and forecasted capacity constraints in the Delmarva and PJM regions. The outlook also
incorporates our anticipation for continued healthy financial performance of both DEMEC and Beasley, in addition to their collective
municipal utility participants.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
» Improved weighted average credit quality of Beasley participants
» Given that all cash is restricted at the Beasley level, sustained increase in DEMEC liquidity to over 100 days cash on hand
» Sustained increase in Beasley's PJM capacity payments that improve annual debt service coverage to north of 4.0x on a consistent
basis

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
» Deterioration in Beasley participants' weighted average credit quality
» Inability of Beasley to provide members with reliable and competitively priced peak energy, putting pressure on members to seek
alternate peak power supplies
» Inability of DEMEC to access members' cash on short notice, or DEMEC liquidity below 30 days cash on hand
» Material and extended operational problems with either or both of the Beasley peaking units

Profile
Seven of DEMEC's nine members, including the cities of Newark, New Castle, Milford, Seaford, and the towns of Clayton, Middletown,
and Smyrna participate, via take-or-pay contracts, in DEMEC's 2 Beasley Peaking Power Station generating assets, Beasley CT Units I
& II, located in Smyrna, DE. The take-or-pay contracts between DEMEC and the seven members secure DEMEC's Series 2011 Beasley
This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Bonds. The take-or-pay participants have a weighted average participant credit quality of A2 and the contracts are authorized under
Delaware statutes.
DEMEC is a public corporation constituted as a joint action agency and a wholesale electric utility. DEMEC represents and provides
power supply and related services to nine municipal electric distribution utilities located in Delaware. DEMEC, which was incorporated
in July 1979, members comprise all the major towns in Delaware except Wilmington. The nine DEMEC member utilities combined
serve about 64,000 end-use meters and a population of about 126,000. The DEMEC member distribution systems vary in size and
character. The largest is Dover, with 23,100 meters, while the smallest, Clayton, has 1,300 meters. DEMEC is governed by a ninemember Board of Directors, with one director from each of the nine member municipal electric utilities, and nine alternate directors
currently appointed. The responsibility for day-to-day operations of DEMEC resides with the President and CEO, who is appointed by
the Board. The President and CEO directs the efforts of the staff members and manages various contractual relationships in place to
meet the service requirements of the members.

Detailed credit considerations
Revenue Generating Base
Seven of DEMEC's nine members, including the cities of Newark, New Castle, Milford, Seaford, and the towns of Clayton, Middletown,
and Smyrna participate, via take-or-pay contracts, in DEMEC's 2 Beasley Peaking Power Station generating assets, Beasley CT Units I
& II, located in Smyrna, DE. The take-or-pay contracts between DEMEC and the seven members secure DEMEC's Series 2011 Beasley
bonds with participants that we believe have a weighted average participant credit quality of A2.
Payments on the outstanding Beasley revenue bonds represent a minor portion of members' budgets. The debt service payments tied
to the take-or-pay contracts represent, on average, approximately 3-4% of the members' overall power purchase expenditures. The
level debt service payments add stability to members' budgets. The associated operating expense stability and minor percentage of
members' financial resources help facilitate the members' ability to meet contract requirements in the event that either of the Beasley
CT Units I or II would become inoperable for a period of time.
Importantly, the DEMEC Beasley project receives fairly stable revenues from the PJM capacity auction. Over the past five years, these
payments have comfortably exceeded the costs to operate the plant and to pay debt service on the bonds resulting in free cash
flow generation. Because of the self funding nature of the arrangement, the Beasley plant have not relied upon payments from the
members, a credit positive.
At the DEMEC full requirements level, which Beasley is materially integrated within, eight of the nine DEMEC members receive 100%
of their power requirements from DEMEC and one member, Dover, receives partial requirements service. DEMEC supplies these
requirements from a portfolio of owned generation assets, bilateral contracts with third-party suppliers and through participation in the
PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM, Aa2 Stable) regional markets. DEMEC's members have exclusive control over their service territories
and establish their own rates and charges. The 1999 legislation that authorized retail competition in Delaware exempted municipal
electric utilities from competition. Based on the most recent EIA data, average retail rates for Beasley members are comparable to the
rates of the regional investor owned utility, Delmarva Power & Light Company (DPL, Baa1 Stable).
Strong participant customers such as the University of Delaware (Aa1 Stable) in Newark, a customer for more than 50 years, represents
a significant share of total energy sales, at roughly 10% of DEMEC's total 2016 energy sales. Given the lack of open choice to retail
customers in DEMEC's service territory, unless elected city councils decide otherwise, such predominant reliance in one single customer
is deemed acceptable when predicated on DEMEC's ability to continue to provide competitive prices to members. This notion is
supported by DEMEC participants' similar cost of power compared with DPL, according to the most recent EIA data.
Operational and Financial Performance
Beasley, which has produced DSCRs in excess of 3.0x the last four years, owing to the receipt of capacity payments from PJM which
provides a physical hedge to high PJM locational marginal, or nodal, pricing during certain hours of the day. Beasley also operates as
a black start, reactive supply, voltage control and spinning reserve resource to PJM, which earns additional revenues from PJM. While
transmission constraints have recently been reduced on the Delmarva Peninsula, significant transmission constraints still exist in PJM's
Eastern Mid-Atlantic area of Maryland, DC, Southeastern Pennsylvania, Delaware and New Jersey. These constraints continue to cause
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significant congestion costs to DEMEC's load and are somewhat mitigated by Beasley, which has had historical availability in excess of
95% and typically operates 5% to 10% of the hours of the year, during the highest demand hours.
Beasley's all-in cost of power over FY 2016 was $71.89/MWh, which was below the trailing five-year average of $128.47/MWh, while
the maximum FY 2016 PJM's Delaware LMP cost of power was $303.2/MWh. The amount of FY16 hours that PJM's Delaware LMP cost
of power was higher than Beasley's all-in cost of power was 276 hours, which illustrates Beasley's significant importance to DEMEC
from a power cost stability perspective. However, during FY 2017, Beasley was dispatched less often resulting in the all-in cost of power
being significantly higher at $281.62/MWh. That said, Beasley still generated roughly $11.8 million in PJM capacity payments, resulting
in a forecasted FY 2017 DSCR around 3.30x. We believe this above average financial performance will continue as the plant has known
capacity revenues through May 2021 and should continue to receive capacity payment revenue from subsequent auctions as they
occur.

Liquidity analysis
Moody's views DEMEC's low liquidity and zero unrestricted liquidity at the Beasley level, as a weakness. DEMEC's liquidity position,
which stood at 63 days cash on hand in FY 2016, is partially offset by DEMEC's ability to request cash from its members on a threeday notice for unforeseen contingencies pursuant to the power supply contracts. Additionally, Beasley generated over $14 million in
excess revenue, after operating expenses and debt service, in FY 2016, which was returned to the participants. DEMEC's three-day cash
call provision was implemented in early 2009 to raise $7 million from members to meet a collateral posting requirement for one of
its power purchase agreements. DEMEC has a $20 million letter of credit and $10 million line of credit with PNC; however, its value
is weakened by a material adverse change (MAC) clause that allows the bank to terminate or call outstanding obligations if there has
been a MAC in the financial condition, operations, assets or prospects of DEMEC.

Structural considerations
The Beasley project outstanding debt of approximately $50.8 million, as of December 31, 2016, is fixed rate and has no debt-related
derivatives, swaps or auction rate securities. Beasley's debt service schedule is level.

Rating methodology and scorecard factors
The grid is a reference tool that can be used to approximate credit profiles for Joint Action Agencies in most cases. However, the grid is
a summary that does not include every rating consideration. Please see Joint Action Agency Methodology for more information about
the limitations inherent to grids.
Delaware Municipal Electric Corporation - Beasley Project has the same grid indicated and final ratings. The +1/2 notch reflects the
importance of Beasley to DEMEC's power supply strategy fortified by the plant's receipt of capacity payments which benefits the
members and the pronounced integration of Beasley within DEMEC's operations, especially with respect to liquidity.
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Exhibit 2

Delaware Municipal Electric Corporation - Beasley Project Scorecard
Factor
1. Participant Credit Quality and Cost Recovery
Framework

Subfactor/Description
a) Participant credit quality. Cost recovery structure and
governance

Score Metric
A2

2. Asset Quality

a) Asset diversity, complexity and history

Baa

3. Competitiveness

a) Cost competitiveness relative to market

A

a) Adjusted days liquidity on hand
(3-year avg) (days)
b) Debt ratio (3-year avg) (%)

B

0

Baa

90.1

c) Fixed obligation charge coverage ratio (3-year avg) (x)

Aaa

4.6

4. Financial Strength and Liquidity

Notching Factors

Notch
1 - Contractual Structure and Legal Environment

0.5

2- Participant Diversity and Concentration
3 - Construction Risk
4 - Debt Service Reserve, Debt Structure and Financial
Engineering
5 - Unmitigated Exposure to Wholesale Power Markets
Scorecard Indicated Rating:

A2

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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